Solid state NMR is widely applied in studies of solid state chemistries for hydrogen storage reactions. Use of 11 B MAS NMR in studies of metal borohydrides (BH 4 ) is mainly focused, revisiting the issue of dodecaborane formation and observation of 11 B{ 1 H} Nuclear Overhauser Effect.
Introduction
Complex metal hydrides, light metal based in particular, have been intensively investigated in R&D for hydrogen storage materials [1, 2] . Aluminum hydrides (AlH 4 ), borohydrides (BH 4 ), and amides (NH 2 ), and their combinations have been under systematic tests for de/rehydrogenation reactions, mostly in high temperature and pressure conditions. Understanding of their reaction mechanisms required significant efforts on identification of reaction intermediates and products. Along with other crystallographic methods, application of solid state NMR has provided a great deal of valuable insights into the structures and dynamical aspects of these materials. In particular, NMR analysis has been exceptionally crucial for materials that lose their long range order after thermal treatments, which include most borohydrides. Approaches based on nano-engineering have gained growing attention [3, 4] since majority of solid state chemical reactions show poor kinetics due to slow mass transport limitations. Numerous studies by NMR appeared [5, 6] along this line in the recent literature.
The present authors had been part of the research task force for the US-DOE metal hydrides Center of Excellence (MHCoE) [7] , and participated in several collaborative efforts applying systematic solid state NMR characterizations of the hydrogenation and dehydrogenation reactions for diverse complex metal hydrides. The present work targets some of the important analytical aspects of solid state NMR spectroscopy for formation and decomposition of these hydrogen storage materials.
In particular, NMR characterization of metal borohydrides is emphasized. Borohydrides often melt and form amorphous phases during the course of hydrogen desorption reactions, limiting the access of conventional X-ray and neutron crystallographic techniques, and progress in multiple steps till the completion of hydrogen discharge. Therefore, 11 B magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR has been a choice for studying metal borohydrides.
Results and Discussion
One of the key contributions from 11 ) as a stable reaction intermediate [8] generated in borohydrides thermal decompositions. Although the formation of dodecaborane was previously predicted theoretically [9] and experimentally detected by Raman [10] for the LiBH 4 case, the NMR confirmation over several borohydrides truly triggered intensive attention in the community and subsequent publications [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Depending on the reaction conditions, where the hydrogen back pressure appears to be a factor influencing, B 12 H 12 species could form dominantly.
For example, Mg(BH 4 ) 2 , one of the promising hydrogen storage material showing reversibility up to 11 wt% [15] , was found to form MgB 12 H 12 before reaching final hydrogen-free decomposition product MgB 2 [16] .
At the early stage of NMR studies in the literature [8] peaks appearing at -12 ppm in 11 B MAS NMR ( Fig. 1-a B peak shifted to -12 ppm (see Fig. 1-b) B MAS NMR is shown in Fig. 1 -c. As expected, sharp peak at -15.6 ppm appears as a result of the recovery of Li 2 B 12 H 12 .
In an accurate sense, it is certainly more likely that the -12 ppm peak should be assigned to a [B 12 H 12 ] adduct. Note as well that such finding does not change the conclusion for significant [B 12 H 12 ] formation in borohydrides during these thermal desorption experiments. 
=15 kHz).
Another interesting observation during the course of these studies of borohydrides is as follows. An enhancement is often observed in solid state as Ashbrook et al [18] reported for borane adducts such as BH 3 -PPh 3 . The enhancement becomes noticeable when 11 B signal appears stronger at shorter recycle delay time. Figure 2 -a shows the simple test. A transient NOE technique was employed to measure the NOE enhancement, η= [Ι−Ι ο ]/Ι ο , of borohydrides we studied, and Fig. 2-b shows η of Mg(BH 4 ) 2 compound as an example at two different temperatures. The efficiency reaches over 40 % at room temperature and drastically decreases at higher temperature as the elevated BH 4 motion interfere the B-H dipole coupling. The signal enhancement observed for borohydrides is not as big as 155% of BH 3 -PPH 3 [18] , but certainly could become a crucial factor as 11 B MAS NMR is used for quantitation of boron species. Quantities of boron species containing no hydrogen or lack of mobility would be under estimated. While 11 B MAS NMR spectrum without 1 H decoupling could be a choice for avoiding the improper quantitation, the resolution is often greatly reduced for those moieties bearing B-H bonds. In summary it is demonstrated that solid state NMR methods offer valuable analytical power in accessing solid state chemistry of hydrogen storage materials. Among many diversified area, use of 11 B MAS NMR, in particular, for studies of metal borohydrides was selected as an example.
11 B{ 1 H} NOE enhancement observed for borohydrides has not been well explored and been ignored in the past literature. 
